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A modular animal selection system, 
for better herd management.

AutoSelect 3000

Driving dairy 
efficiencies? 

We can help. 
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Bringing the best together to help 
farmers drive dairy efficiency

When it comes to dairying, New Zealand is known for its passionate 

innovators - creating and implementing new products, equipment and 

methods, and finding new ways to be productive and sustainable. 

GEA adds a global engineering advantage to the ingenuity of New Zealand’s dairy 

industry. We make it easy for you to get the support you need to run state-of-the-art 

dairy businesses, produce healthy, high-quality milk and drive efficiencies. 

GEA New Zealand’s comprehensive range consists of milking, stalling, dairy 

automation and herd management tools - all designed to make farming easier.  

We provide custom-built modular solutions. Each project is customised to suit your 

farm requirements and budget - not just for now, but into the future. Every product 

is manufactured in New Zealand and designed especially for pastoral farming. 

GEA New Zealand products offer: 

• High-end automation and high throughput at milking

• Savings on labour

• Low running and maintenance costs• Modular upgrade options

• A cost-effective option with high-tech functionality

• Compatibility with all types and makes of milking systems.

All GEA New Zealand 

systems are easy to install 

and upgradeable for 

tailored solutions, plus 

some components fit all 

types of milking systems.
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The ultimate dairy  
selection system 

Individual cows and herds have their own requirements. 

As such, a professional and well-developed system for 

animal selection is the key to success on your farm.

Drafting cows, your way
With the AutoSelect 3000, GEA provides a range of different drafting systems to help you 

separate individual animals or groups efficiently, quickly, and reliably. From a standalone 

manual drafting option to drafting with intelligent software, to drafting with CowScout™, 

we have various AutoSelect systems to suit your operation and your budget.  

All options are upgradeable for the future.

• Reliable, fully automated draft gate system for drafting individual or multiple animals

• Choose from manual drafting to high-level automation

• Manual drafting available with a full upgrade path

• Individual and multiple animal drafting conditions programmable with DairyPlan, 

CowScout and Velos Interface

• Less organisational work needed for herd management.

“Efficiency to me 
means knowing 
when my cows 
need attention 

and acting 
quickly.”

Bruce McLaren
WAIKATO, NEW ZEALAND 

Drafting his way,  
with CowScout Draft

For practical, reliable and easy drafting, we offer the AutoSelect 3000, which is specially 

designed for pasture systems and available with four drafting system options.



The AutoSelect 3000 drafting gate is reliable, fully automated and controlled by 

either a manual-draft remote, a cloud-based Velos Interface or with DairyPlan 

fully integrated herd management software.

Key features of the AutoSelect 3000

• Minimised	cow	flow	interruption	- ID antenna identifies animals with 

a drafting alert as they enter and only closes the entry gate behind those

animals - allowing all others to exit straight-through with little interruption.

• Guaranteed	accuracy - Infrared Switch is incorporated into this system to

watch animal movements, ensuring very high accuracy drafting

• Galvanised	frame - strong and robust laser-cut galvanised frame, which

bolts in-place

•	 3-way	sorting	gate	- double opening exit gates for safe and optimal cow-

flow, plus blocking gate to improve sorting accuracy

• Heavy-duty	pneumatic	rams - built to withstand the elements of pastoral

milking environments

• Quick	and	easy	installation - roof option included

• Ideal	for	retrofitting - only 5.3 m in length, making it the ideal drafting

gate for retrofitting into any existing shed design.

Set-up the animal selection 
process any way you like
This system is capable of automatically separating cows 

according to user-defined conditions.

Dual opening gates showing 

drafting to the left.

In a nutshell
The animal is identified just after the 

entry gate. The entry gate immediately 

closes behind the animal.

• Effect: the segregation area is shut off from 

following animals. Infrared Switch in this 

area checks the segregation paths.

• Result: maximum segregation accuracy.

The entry gate only reopens for 

following animals to be segregated 

when the infrared switch indicates that 

the previous animal has left the 

segregation area.

• Effect: the segregation process is

optimally coordinated.

• Result: maximum working efficiency.

3 Way Drafting Gate

Entry Gates

Exit

Entry

Dual Gates

Draft 
Left

Draft 
Right
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Your 4 drafting options

1. Manual Draft

Manual draft is the entry level option, giving you a manual 

drafting system, suitable for small to large herd sizes. With a 

hand-held remote controller, you can simply and easily draft your 

herd left, right or directly ahead for required attention.

• Draft animals with the AutoSelect 3000 3-way drafting gate

• 30 m plus operating range with the hand-held remote 

controller, which can be worn as a pendant around operators 

neck for quick operation

• Controls left, right and entry gates

• Wired terminal to control blocking and segregation gates

• Full upgrade path available to suit your future requirements

• Auxiliary control option for extra functionality.

2. EID Draft

This EID with Velos Interface drafting option gives you the 

ability to draft your herd using their EID ear tags. It is suitable 

for small to large herd sizes. With your Velos Interface connected 

to the internet, you can enter and draft cows remotely via PC or 

smartphone - anywhere, anytime.

• Easy drafting from EID tags

• Utilises simple-to-use software

• Ability to enter basic reproductive events for better 

management decisions: calvings, matings, pregnancy scans  

and drying-off

• Draft remotely with a smartphone or PC - from anywhere you 

have an internet connection.

3. CowScout™ Draft

This fully automated drafting system offers herd management 

functionality, giving you a future-proof drafting option with the 

added benefit of heat detection and health monitoring features. 

CowScout connects and controls the AutoSelect 3000 drafting 

gate directly from the Velos Interface - providing an all-in-one 

approach to monitoring and drafting cows.

• Ability to automatically draft cows with heat or health alerts

• Easily enter reproductive events - calving, mating, pregnancy 

scans and drying-off

• Effortlessly select individual cows for other drafting requirements

• Utilises the simple-to-use software without the need for 

sophisticated herd management capabilities

• With VPU connected to the internet, drafting remotely from 

your smartphone or PC is simple

• All CowScout data is collected and stored over 24 hours, giving 

you real-time information and alerts when a cow is within range 

of an antenna - perfect for once-a-day or twice-a-day milkings.

4. DairyPlan Draft

This top-level herd management drafting option gives you  

a comprehensive and fully integrated herd management 

tool in-one. The ideal choice if you want to incorporate in-

shed cow identification, milk metering and drafting with 

the AutoSelect 3000.

• Drafting with either EID tags or CowScout collars 

• Fully-functioning herd management software packaged 

for easy process control functions - milk metering, 

drafting gates, feeding and weigh scales

• Record animal data and basic reproductive events such 

as; calving, mating, pregnancy scans and drying-off

• Draft individual cows or groups of cows with ease

• Record health and animal treatments

• Create and export reports for use with external advisors

• Data connection allows you to use DairyPlan C21, in-

parlour touchscreen to control your drafting gate.

Wired terminal to control 

blocking and segregation gates 

Hand-held remote controller. AutoSelect 3000 with CowScout offers automatic drafting based on heat and health alerts.Simple-to-use software with EID Draft and CowScout Draft sends alerts without 

interference - giving you access to activity data via the web portal anytime, anywhere. 

Full herd management software package available with DairyPlan Draft.
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What is DairyPlan? 
DairyPlan is our optimal herd management software 

package which integrates with the process control 

functions needed to run equipment such as milk 

meters, drafting gates, feeding and weigh scales.

What is CowScout™? 
Get to know each and every cow with CowScout -  

the efficient heat detection and health management tool.

With a customised menu specifically designed for pasture-based 

operations, it’s easy to navigate for a new user and complete enough 

for the seasoned user. The menu incorporates all the reports and 

graphs into the menu bar and all the data entry into the working area.

DairyPlan helps you manage:

• Reproductive status

• Drying off

• Culling

• Production and days in lactation

• Reproduction monitoring

• Mating - both natural and artificial

• Calving dates

• Vet records: illnesses, treatments and other actions

• Body weights and condition scores

• Herd test results

• In-shed feeding systems

• Automatic drafting

• Animal alerts: treated cows, high conductivity cows and cows with 

a sudden drop in milk

• Transfer of data: import or export for use with third party herd 

testing entities, pregnancy scanning and body condition scores.

NO 
MONTHLY 
SUBSCRIPTION 

FEES

CowScout monitors cows 24 hours a day, providing highly accurate 

data for heat detection, eating and rumination times.

With CowScout gain the insight you need to ensure every cow is 

healthy, happy and, most importantly, productive.

Health Monitoring

CowScout’s health monitoring is great for tracking each individual 

animal’s health and well-being, while also giving group information.

It records the time each day an animal grazes and, with 2nd 

generation tags, also records the time the animal spends ruminating. 

Drops in these behaviours indicate that there may be something 

wrong with the animal and that it needs further attention.

Constant monitoring of cows keeps you informed of any potential 

health problems at an early stage, allowing for quick and early 

intervention. This can minimise treatment costs, milk loss and 

changes in body condition - keeping the cow productive.

Transition cows are also fully monitored in the time before and after 

calving, with CowScout keeping a constant and close eye on them. 

Calving difficulties, metabolic issues and uterine infections can be 

identified promptly, increasing the number of successful outcomes.

Accurate Heat Detection

The CowScout neck tag works 24/7 to monitor cow activity by 

identifying movements of a cow on heat, such as sniffing, chin 

rubbing, bulling and standing heat.

With continuous real-time data gathered while a cow is in range of 

an antenna, cows on heat can be properly identified, and analysed 

by the software.

CowScout provides you with individual cow reporting on optimal 

insemination timings, resulting in improved in-calf rates, shorter 

calving intervals and reduced inseminations per cow - all while 

lowering labour inputs.

“You can’t argue with 

data; it’s been key to 

better efficiency and 

more days in milk.”

Brad Payne 
WAIKATO, NEW ZEALAND

DATA 
PROCESSED 
ON FARM

Here to  
support you
With you from the initial 

consultation, through to 

total service solutions.

GEA are here to help improve 

efficiency in your parlour,  

with a service partner network 

certified to deliver what we 

promise, consistently.

Your trusted service partner is your 

trusted farm partner. Through 

specialised training, our service 

partners have experience installing, 

servicing and trouble-shooting 

potential problems on all GEA  

New Zealand milking equipment 

and components. And, of course, 

they speak your language - farming.

GEA technicians within your area 

will know the details of your farm 

and the equipment you use. This 

means, if you need assistance, 

they are prepared to react quickly 

to assist you, ensuring your GEA 

experience is second-to-none.

Thanks to our global network, you 

can rest assured that support is 

here for you, from the equipment 

we produce to the design phase 

of a new project, right through 

to optimising your system for 

maximum efficiency.



GEA New Zealand 

12-14 Quail Place, 

Hamilton 3204, New Zealand

Tel +64 7 843 1780 

Fax +64 7 843 1779

www.gea.com

We live our values.
Excellence • Passion • Integrity • Responsibility • GEA-versity
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GEA Group is a global engineering company with multi-billion euro sales and operations in more than 

50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of innovative equipment and 

process technology. GEA Group is listed in the STOXX® Europe 600 Index.




